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OTEC DISC FINISHING FOR LARGER WORKPIECES
The OTEC CF 50 disc finishing machine in the CF-Series now boasts a brand new design.
Compact, it has an optimised welded structure that guarantees reliable operation and a long
service life. It also features storage space for two compound containers and a waste water
pumping station with a tray. The optimised spraying system with additional rinsing nozzle
enables process containers with the patented zero gap system to be filled quickly.

WHAT’S NEW?
The new design features a 7.5-inch colour touch display for operating the machine that
allows users to quickly and easily create, store and retrieve up to 5,000 programs. This
makes operation extremely user-friendly. Thanks to the optional remote maintenance
function, OTEC Service can carry out maintenance work on your machine without being on-
site. It can also be set up for remote control if required, so you can be flexible in where you
control the machine.

The CF 50 disc finishing machine is suitable for any rapid surface processing requirement
involving larger fine blanked, turned, milled and punched parts as well as jewellery.

THE OTEC CF-SERIES
The new design of the 
CF 50 disc finishing 
machine
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CONTACT DETAILS
OTEC Präzisionsfinish GmbH | Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 24 | 75334 Straubenhardt-Conweiler

Tel. + 49 (0) 70 82 - 49 11 20 | Fax + 49 (0) 70 82 - 49 11 29 | info@otec.de | www.otec.de/en

DO YOU HAVE ANY WORKPIECE SAMPLES FOR US?
Our OTEC Finishing Center provides an expert service and can develop a process specially
tailored to your workpiece and application. Arrange an appointment today to experience
your sample processing in person or virtually.

OFTEN IMITATED, NEVER MATCHED
The OTEC CF-Series disc finishing machine is the result of over 20 years of experience and
pioneering innovation. Thanks to the optimal design of the containers and gap, our machine
provides the ultimate in reliability and short process times.

 Rapid mass finishing for very fine workpieces with the patented zero gap system

 Dry processing with 0.05 mm ceramic gap

 Ceramic seal ring bearing for maximum service life

 Optimal design of the by OTEC developed containers minimises wear costs 

These technical advances position OTEC Präzisionsfinish as a technology and market
leader for disc finishing machines.


